ANNEX art PRESENTS:

Sketch the Rhyme with Joel Rapport and Claire Nakazawa

ARTIST LED WORKSHOP FOR STUDENTS

Sketch The Rhyme workshops integrates literacy, visual art and music with live performances by artists and students. all in the comfort of your own school.

This full day workshop commences with a Sketch the Rhyme performance by the visiting artists. Students then spend a 90minute session with each artist developing their skills in visual arts, literacy and music (specifically beat making and rap) in the Sketch the Rhyme style. The day concludes with a live ‘battle’ where students draw upon their newly developed skills in a sketch the rhyme show led by the two professional artists.

Sketch the Rhyme is suitable for stage 3, 4, and 5 students.

Cost: $60 (+GST) per student (minimum 30 students, maximum 40 students)

Schools outside of the greater Sydney area please be in contact for cost

Where & When: Your School, from 9am – 3pm

For more information or to make a booking contact:

Email: rachel.brown57@det.nsw.edu.au  Phone: 02 9550 9083
What is Sketch the Rhyme?

Sketch The Rhyme is an improvised theatrical battle of verbal wit, freestyle rhyme, illustration, and live music. The artists are Joel Rapport and Claire Nakazawa.

MCs and visual artists play off against each other in a game-show format, inspired by Pictionary, Celebrity Heads and Mr Squiggle. MCs are challenged to exercise their creative vocabulary, earning kudos for their improvised freestyle rhymes to guess the topic, phrase or story that is being speed drawn by the artists, and projected live onto a large screen for the all to see.

EXPRESSION OF INTEREST BOOKING FORM
Teachers please fax this back as soon as possible to reserve places for your students

FACSIMILE MESSAGE

DATE: ________________________________________

TO: Annex Art

FROM: _______________________________________

FAX: (02) 9550 9407

PAGES: ______________________________________

(Including this cover sheet)

RE: BOOKING FORM – 2015 ANNEX ART SKETCH THE RHYME WORKSHOP

SCHOOL: ______________________________________

PREFERED WORKSHOP DATES: (Please Provide 3 options)-
________________________________________________________

Please book this number of students.

Stage 3 (Year 5 & 6) ☐

Stage 4 (Year 7 & 8) ☐

Stage 5 (Year 9 & 10) ☐

Principal’s Name & Signature:_____________________________________________________

Contact Teacher:_________________email address __________________________

Fax: (02) 9550 9407 Email: rachel.brown57@det.nsw.edu.au